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Pricing Foundations
Help your properties stand out by enabling them to offer guests
rates that are competitive, compelling and transparent.

The key to a successful pricing strategy
➔ Two base rate plans, to offer guests more ﬂexibility and choice
➔ Up to 4 customisations, to attract different traveller segments
➔ Optimise regularly, to drive your occupancy and revenue goals

Why are we sharing this with you?
To help you enable your properties to maximise their
growth on Booking.com, by helping them choose and
implement the right pricing strategy for their business,
directly from your platform

Why is this relevant for you?
➔ Empower your customers to succeed on our
platform, and evolve your relationship as a
strategic partner to their business’ growth
➔ Maximise the impact and efﬁcacy of APIs
you’ve already invested in integrating
[R&A API; Room Type & Rate Plan
Management (RRM) API; Content API)

➔ Multiple solutions to enable each outcome,
based on your customers needs, and what
your system already supports

Business impact for properties
Our data shows that properties with two
base rate plans and at least one
customisation see the most success.
For example, partners with both base rate
plans and the Early Booker customisation
see on average a 5% increase in bookings,
an 11% increase in visibility and a 9%
reduction in cancellations.

Key takeaways
1.

The two base rate plans are booked more frequently than
any other on our platform. Offering both lets properties
balance guest needs for ﬂexibility with their revenue goals >>

2.

Rate Plan customisations help properties appear in more
searches, drive higher occupancy, and ensure their prices are
competitive and compelling for various traveller segments >>

3.

Partners see the most success on our platform when they
incorporate both base rates + at least one customisation in
their pricing strategy

4.

Almost all of these outcomes can be enabled via your system
using APIs and endpoints you already use >>

Base rate plans

Offer guests more ﬂexibility and choice by offering Fully Flexible
and Non-Refundable rate plans, in addition to your standard rates.

What are base rate plans?
Non-refundable rate plans
A popular choice for bookings made less than one week in advance, these rate
plans help your properties secure more guaranteed bookings, but at a lower price.

Fully-ﬂexible rate plans
Generally the most booked rate plans on our platform, they offer properties the
most ﬂexibility, with free cancellation at least seven days before check-in.

Why should properties offer both?

- Booked more frequently than any other rate plans on our platform
- There is no preference, guests book both rate plans, based on their needs per
trip and how early they book
- Offering both helps keep prices compelling for a wider range of customers at
all times, and helps secure more bookings and revenue.

How can your properties set these up?
From your platform
By adding a valid cancellation policy to a new or existing Roomrate (via the RRM API)

Via the extranet
Rates & Availability tab > Rate plans > Add a new rate plan

Rate customisations

In addition to the two base rate plans, these customisations can help
properties attract valuable traveller groups:
➢
➢

Families, single travellers and groups of more than two adults
Long-staying guests and Early Bookers

What rate customisations can properties leverage?
Pricing per guest attracts non-couple traveller segments >>
Offer competitive prices tailored to the number of guests staying. Cover your
operational costs, ﬁll larger rooms or units and increase revenue by up to 3.5%

Child rates appeal to families >>
Families tend to stay for longer and spend more, and competitive child rates can
increase family bookings by up to 15%

Weekly and Monthly rates, targeted at long-staying guests >>
Increase visibility to the share of travellers searching for stays of seven nights or more

Early Booker rates, for travellers that like to plan ahead >>
Can help secure more bookings in advance by up to 5% – and reduce cancellations

Why should properties include these in their strategy?
- Properties see the most success on our platform when they offer these
customised rate plans along with the two base rate plans
- They appear in more guest searches, and appeal to a wider range of guests
- Increase the occupancy of their larger or more valuable rooms
- Compete more effectively with larger or smaller properties in their area

Pricing per guest
Pricing rooms based on number of guests staying in
it, to attract single travellers, and groups of two or
more adults. These segments comprise over a third
of searches on our platform, on average.

How does it work?
Here is an example, for a Quadruple room (that can
accommodate maximum four adults):
➔
Standard Price (same for up to four people): 100$
➔
With Pricing per guest, for the same room
◆
Price for four people: 100$
◆
Price for three people: 90$
◆
Price for two people: 80$
◆
Price for one person: 60$

How does it beneﬁt properties?
By using pricing per guest, properties can make their offering
more attractive for different segments, increase their
occupancy, and optimise their prices to cover any additional
operational costs. This can boost their bookings by up to
4%, and revenues by up to 3.5%.

How can your properties set this up?
Pricing per guest can be enabled via different pricing models
of the Rates & Availability API >>
Use this framework to identify the best solution for your system

How does it work?
Properties can set-up rates for children in three steps:
1. Adjust their property policies to allow children
2. Set-up max child occupancy for each room that can
accommodate families
3. Add prices for children, for up to three distinct age groups
a.
b.
c.
d.

Add a ﬁxed fee per child, either per-night or per-stay
Add different prices per room-rate (Coming soon)
Add a different price for each extra child (Coming soon)
Add derived price rules per age group (Coming soon)

How does it beneﬁt properties?
Offering transparent and compelling prices to appeal to families
with children can help properties stand out in search results,
and get up to 15% more family bookings

How can your properties set this up?
From your platform [Fixed fees only; other features coming soon]
1. Set-up property-level details (policies, prices) via Content API
2. Set-up room-level details (occupancy, extra beds) via RRM API

Via the extranet
Property > Policies > Children & extra beds

Child Rates
Families often tend to stay longer, and are less likely
to cancel. By specifying their policies and prices for
children transparently, properties can ensure their
prices are competitive and attractive for these guests.

Weekly/Monthly Rates
Offering discounted per-night prices for guests that
stay longer than seven or more nights. This can help
properties secure more bookings from newer
traveller segments like domestic holiday-makers,
and remote workers.

How does it work?
We recently introduced two new pre-conﬁgured ‘long stay’ rate
plans to make it easier for partners to attract these guests:
➔
➔

Weekly Rate: A discounted rate for stays of seven or more nights
Monthly Rate: A further reduced rate for stays of 28+ nights

How does it beneﬁt properties?
Adding these rates helps properties be seen by more guests who
are looking to stay longer, and competitive prices can boost their
bookings. Longer stays mean a more stable and predictable cash
ﬂow, fewer guests to check in and less operational hassle.

How can your customers set this up?
On your platform
➔ Using the Length-of-Stay (LOS) pricing via the R&A API; Or
➔ By pushing prices with desired LOS restrictions through R&A
API for any rate plan created via RRM API or the extranet.
Use this framework to identify the best solution for your system

On the extranet
Rates & Availability tab > Rate plans > Add a new rate plan

How does it work?
Properties decide how far in advance an Early Booker discount is
applicable, between 15 and 360 days before check-in. They can
choose which cancellation policies to include, and what discount
to offer, though we recommend making sure Early Booker is the
cheapest rate available

How does it beneﬁt properties?
At least 47% of our customers prefer to book at least two
weeks in advance. Targeted Early Booker rates can help
properties boost advanced bookings, reduce cancellations, and
price more competitively

How can your properties set this up?
On your platform
➔ First create a dedicated rate plan, and roomrates by
mapping desired rooms & Booking Rule(s) via the RRM API.
Then push prices for these roomrates via the R&A API.
➔ Alternatively, you can specify prices & restrictions for any
existing roomrates (without a new rate plan) via R&A API.
On the extranet
Rates & Availability > Rate plans > Add a new rate plan

Early Booker Rates
Help properties secure revenue early, ﬁll rooms
faster, and reduce the need for last-minute discounts
by attracting travellers who like to plan and book
their stays at least two weeks in advance.

Partners beneﬁt most when using all of
these foundational elements in conjunction.
For example, partners that use both base rate plans with
an Early Booker customisation see on average a 5%
increase in bookings, an 11% increase in visibility, and a
9% reduction in cancellations.
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Useful information to help your product & tech teams
● Booking.com terminology >>
Understand what we mean by rates / prices, rate plans, roomrates

Technical
Details

● Overview of API solutions >>
Understand which APIs can be used to implement which solutions

● Overview of our pricing models >>
Learn about different ways to specify prices, and what works best for your platform

● Choosing the right pricing model >>
Enable properties to implement pricing per guest directly from your platform

● Choosing the right long-stay rates solution >>
Enable properties to implement weekly & monthly rates directly from your platform

Booking.com terminology & concepts
Each room or unit type has

- A name / ID
- Number of beds
- Max occupancy (adults + kids)
- Info on extra beds
- Room size
- Other amenities / details

Room type
A label used to
organise physical
rooms;
Ex Double Room

Roomrate

A unique, sellable
product.

Components of a Rate Plan

Speciﬁed as a rate
plan + a room or
unit type

Rate Relations

Specify a rate plan as a ‘Parent’ or a Child
rate (i.e. derived from another rate plan)

Policies

Specify the payment & cancellation
policies (incl. any policy overrides)

Booking Conditions

Specify min/max advance reservation
window & release dates

Availability

Specify per room
rate, the number of
rooms available to
sell for each date,
and under what
conditions

All updates must include
-

Roomrate (unique ID)
Rooms to sell (aka Inventory)
Dates (for which to update)
Restrictions (including min/max
LOS, advance reservations and
closed dates)
- Price (for each room rate)
- Occupancy (for which this price is
speciﬁed)

Rate Plan

A label used to
organise prices;
Ex Non-refundable

Meals

Specify if a rate includes no meals,
breakfast only, half board or full board

Managed via Room Type & Rate Plan Management API (RRM)

Managed via Rates & Availability API (R&A)

APIs & endpoints to implement these directly via your system

Pricing Foundations:

Base Rate Plans

Overview of available
Solutions

Non-refundable and Fully
Flexible

Rate Customisations

Pricing per guest

Rates for children

Content API >>

RRM API >>

OTA_Endpoints:
HotelDescriptiveContentNotif

N/A

N/A

Set-up child policies &
prices for property (if
needed)

Weekly / Monthly Rates
(Long-stay rates)

N/A

Early Booker Rates

N/A

&

R&A API >>

OTA_Endpoints:
HotelRatePlanNotif
HotelProductNotif
HotelInvNotif

OTA_Endpoints:
HotelAvailNotif
HotelRateAmountNotif

Create a new Rate Plan
Create new roomrates
with the required policies, &
and attach all eligible
rooms

Update rooms to sell &
restrictions (if desired) for
roomrates
Specify prices for these
roomrates

✓
✓

Update room-level
occupancy details (if
needed)

Specify prices per guest
per roomrate, using a
supported pricing model

✓

N/A

✓

Reduce operational load on partners by
enabling these in your system

✓
✓

Minimise sync issues
Make day-to-day management of these
rates easier and more efﬁcient

✓

Created as Rate Plans that can be
pushed to all OTAs to ensure parity

B.xml Endpoints::
Availability | Derived | LOS

&

Update room-level
details for children
(Reco) Create rateplans
called Weekly / Monthly

&

Specify prices
Specify LOS restrictions

Or

N/A
Create speciﬁc Rate Plan
Create roomrates and
specify ‘Booking Rules’

Beneﬁts of an API solution

(vis-a-vis actioning these via the extranet)

✓

✓

Directly use LOS pricing

Or

Update rooms to sell with
desired restrictions
Specify prices

Minimise sync issues
Created as rate plans that can be
pushed to all OTAs to ensure parity
Reduce operational load on partners by
enabling these in your system
More ﬂexibility, as OBP & LOS pricing is
only available via API
Leverages your system’s existing
capabilities to enable these prices

Enabling pricing per guest
for your customers

Based on what your system supports, you can switch
your properties to any of these pricing models, enabling
them to specify prices per guest via the R&A API

●

Occupancy Based Pricing (OBP) Tech specs
Specify prices per night per occupancy
If your system supports occupancy pricing, your
properties can set these prices directly.

●

Derived prices Tech specs
Use rules to calculate prices per occupancy
If your system doesn’t support occupancy pricing, your
properties can set-up rules to calculate prices for all
possible occupancies per room, based on the default
price (which they can then set & manage directly from
your system)

●

Length of Stay Pricing (LOS) Tech specs
Price per night per length-of-stay per occupancy
If your system supports occupancy pricing as well as
prices per LOS, your properties can directly send us
LOS prices per occupancy

Deciding the right Pricing per Guest solution for your business
Q. Does your system
already support occupancy
based pricing (OBP) - with
or without length-of-stay?

A. No development
required.
Properties can use your
system to directly push
prices per guest for all
rooms via the R&A API

Q. Do you plan to develop
an interface to allow
properties to specify
pricing per guest (OBP or
LOS)?

A. Develop an interface to
enable pricing per guest
via OBP or LOS pricing
models of the R&A API

Q. Can you develop an
interface to allow
properties to set-up
pricing per guest per
length of stay?

Q. Do you plan to develop
an interface that lets
properties set-up &
manage price rules to
derive prices per guest?

A. Your properties can
use the extranet to
set-up derived price rules,
and specify the price
speciﬁed for the default
occupancy using the
Standard pricing model of
the R&A API.

A. Develop an interface to
enable specifying of LOS
prices per occupancy.
Encourage properties to
specify prices for all
occupancies possible

A. Develop an interface to
enable managing of
derived price rules
directly via your system,
using the Derived pricing
model of the R&A API
(B.xml only)

Q. Does your system
support length-of-stay
pricing (LOS), but not
pricing per guest?

Deciding the right Long-stay pricing solution for your business
Q. Does your system
already allow properties
to send us length-of-stay
(LOS) prices via the R&A
API?

A. No development
required.
Encourage properties to
reduce their per-night
prices by 14-15% for
weekly stays (longer than
7 nights); and by ~30%
for monthly stays (longer
than 28 nights), to appeal
to these guests

*We recommend properties creating
new rate-plans called ‘Weekly’ or
‘Monthly’ rates, so these can be
tracked and easily reused as needed

Q. Can properties specify
LOS restrictions directly
through your system?
(via the R&A API)

Q. Do you plan to develop
an interface to allow
properties to specify LOS
restrictions through your
system via the R&A API?

Q. Can properties create
new rate plans directly
through your system?
(via the RRM API)

A. No development required.
Properties create dedicated
rate plans via the RRM API
(recommended*) or use an
existing rate plan, and update
these rates with discounted
prices with the right LOS
restrictions via the R&A API

A. Properties use the
extranet to create new*
weekly / monthly rate
plans, and map these in
their channel manager.
They can specify prices &
LOS restrictions for these
rates via R&A API
*Note: It is also possible to do
this for existing any rate plans

A. Develop an interface
to support this
functionality with the
RRM APIs.
Encourage properties to
push discounted prices
and specify minimum
LOS restrictions when
specifying availability for
these rate plans via the
R&A API

Resources for your teams
Further reading
➔ How pricing works in connectivity
➔ Overview of our pricing solutions
➔ Beneﬁts of using pricing per guest
➔ Setting up prices for families & children via APIs
➔ Why & how to use long-stay rates
Provider handbooks
➔ Room Type and Rate Plan Management (RRM) APIs
➔ Child Rates via API
Technical Documentation
➔ Rates & Availability (R&A) API overview
➔ Managing property pricing models via R&A API
➔ Room type & rate plan management (RRM) APIs
➔ Property Management API (part of Content API)

Guidance for properties
Commercial guidance
➔ Why is pricing so important for success? (Video)
➔ The Booking.com pricing foundations for partners
➔ Using rate plans to offer guests more ﬂexibility
➔ Attracting families using child rates
➔ The importance of long-stay rates
Partner Help articles
➔ Managing rates via a channel manager
➔ Base Rates > Setting up a new rate plan
➔ Setting up a non-refundable rate
➔ Managing pricing per guest via extranet
➔ Pricing per guest using the OBP model (xml only)
➔ Setting up policies & prices for children
➔ Setting up Weekly Rates & Monthly Rates
➔ Setting up an Early Booker Rate Plan

Thank you
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